A three dimensional lattice spring model of a heterogeneous material is presented. For small deformations, the model is shown to recover the governing equations for an isotropic elastic medium. The model gives reasonable agreement with theoretical predictions for the elastic fields generated by a spherical inclusion, although for small particle sizes the discretisation of the underlying lattice causes some departures from the predicted values. Plasticity is introduced by decreasing the elastic moduli locally whilst maintaining stress continuity. Results are presented for a spherical inclusion in a plastic matrix and are found to be in good agreement with predictions of Wilner [1] .
Introduction
An understanding of the deformation and fracture processes within engineering materials is of practical interest in the design of reliable structural components. The initial process by which a material fails is often dictated by the statistical nature of the microstructural components responsible for crack nucleation, such as grain boundaries and second phase particulates [2] . In order to elucidate the essential physics of material failure, the influence of such constituents must be investigated. The elastic response of an ellipsoidal inhomogeneity, in an otherwise elastic homogeneous media, was solved analytically by Eshelby [3, 4, 5] . However, in order to describe plasticity and progressive damage, numerical solutions are required. Finiteelement methods (FEM) and lattice spring models (LSM) have emerged as numerical methods for analysing the continuum mechanics of a material's microstructure. LSM have been shown to be algebraically equivalent to simple finite-element methods [6] in which the lattice springs are analogous to element boundaries and linear interpolations functions are utilised [7] .
The majority of FEM microstructural investigations employ preprocessed mesh generation, allowing the mesh to be refined at key areas of interest, i.e. particle interface or crack tip. This has enabled FEM simulations of particulate systems to be obtained [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] ; generally unit cell models are considered, were the distribution of particles is assumed to be periodic. FEMs include the possibility of introducing non-linear material deformations, although crack initiation is usually predetermined and involves expensive, and subjective, remeshing procedures.
LSM are adopted from condensed matter physics as a method of discretising continuum elastic media and are frequently used to simulate deformation and fracture. In the simulation of elastic-brittle systems, the spatial co-operative effects of crack formation and heterogeneities are easily investigated through the use of LSM [14] . A LSM consists of a regular two-or three-dimensional network of one-dimensional springs. A variety of LSM have been developed, distinguishable via the hamiltonian associated with nodal interactions. The simplest formulation can be considered as an electrical equivalent to elasticity (force is comparable to current, displacement to voltage, and stiffness to conductance); static equilibrium is determined through the solution of a system of equations equivalent to Kirchoff's law [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . Hookean spring models, consisting of a network of springs which exhibit central force interactions, allow a constant Poisson's ratio to be obtained [21, 22] . The Poisson's ratio can be modified by introducing a harmonic potential for rotation of bonds from their initial orientation [23] ; the Born spring model introduces a non-central two-body interaction limiting the rotational freedom of bonds [24, 25, 26] . However rotational invariance of the models can only be recovered if an orientational potential is introduced through a three-body potential. The Kirkwood-Keating spring model includes a central force interaction and an additional term which energetically penalises the angular variation between two neighbouring bonds [27, 28, 29, 7] . It is unclear if the nonlinearity introduced through the angular terms, when linearised for subsequent solution, offer any advantage over the Born spring model. The implementation may be more equivalent to the iterative rotation of the localised equilibrium orientation in a Born model, in which case the additional computational expense is unwarranted. In the systems considered, rotations are assumed to be small, and therefore a Born spring model is implemented in the present study.
The simulation of heterogeneous materials is achieved through assigning force constants to individual bonds depending upon the phase in which they appear [30] and thereby avoiding complicated mesh generation. The majority of particulate simulations have been two-dimensional investigations of circular [31, 32, 33, 14, 34] and fibre [35, 29] inclusions, although a spherical particle has been investigated in a three-dimensional simulation [36] . The regularity of LSM networks can result in stress anomalies along the particle surface [33] which can be partially alleviated through the introduction of interfacial bonds whose characteristics are apportioned according to the weighting of the partial lengths of the bond that straddles the respective domains [30, 34] . LSM can be used to investigate the physics of stress transfer and stress field redistribution in complicated heterogeneous systems which arise from inhomogeneities and damage accumulation; the latter being simulated through element removal. The system is iteratively relaxed to the minimum energy configuration, transferring forces from broken bonds to nearest neighbour bonds. Various criteria for element removal have been investigated, including critical elastic stress, strain, or energy [21, 23, 29] , and less deterministic approaches [37, 38, 39] . LSM are predominantly associated with the simulation of brittle fracture, although attempts to include plasticity have been undertaken [40, 41, 42, 43] . Plasticity is commonly associated with the springs and this results in intrinsically anisotropic plastic deformation which does not recover conservation of volume.
In this paper we present a direct comparison of the results of an LSM simulation of a particulate with the analytical predictions of Eshelby [3, 4, 5] . The LSM is then extended to include isotropic plasticity and the results are compared with other numerical methods in the literature. In all cases it is shown that the LSM is in good agreement with the alternative methods and therefore provides a computationally efficient technique for modelling heterogeneous materials.
The Model.
The elastic and plastic response of the material is represented by an array of 'springs' which occupy the nearest, and next nearest neighbour, bonds of a simple cubic lattice (see Figure 1 ). The energy associated with a node m in the lattice is assumed to be of the form,
where the summation is over all the neighbouring nodes, n, attached to m by a spring, u m is the displacement of node m, and M mn is a symmetric matrix which determines the elastic properties of the springs. It is shown in the subsequent parts of this section that this system of springs obeys, to first order, the equations of continuum elastic theory for an isotropic elastic medium whose elastic constants can be determined in terms of the elements of the matrices M mn . The harmonic form of the energy (1) results in forces which are linearly dependent upon the displacement of the nodes and the resulting set of sparse linear equations may be solved by a conjugate gradient method to find the equilibrium configuration which corresponds to no net force at each node. The matrices M mn associated with a bond can be varied to represent the material properties present in different phases within the same material, hence allowing heterogeneous systems to be simulated. Bonds which straddle two phases are assigned linearly interpolated values. The response of the system can be determined by iteratively increasing the applied forces at the boundary nodes and fracture can be introduced though the iterative removal of bonds.
Form of the spring matrices
We assume that the matrix associated with the spring in the [100] direction is of the form
In this matrix, k 1 and c 1 correspond respectively to extensional and rotational force constants. We construct the matrices corresponding to the springs in the equivalent symmetry directions by a similarity transformation of the form
where R is the rotation matrix which rotates a vector in the [100] direction into the required direction. In addition the matrices corresponding to the set of directions {110} have the force constants (c 1 , k 1 ) replaced by (k 2 , c 2 ). Hence, for example, the matrix corresponding to the [110] direction is
In the following analysis we consider a homogeneous material in which only the force constants (k 1 , k 2 , c 1 , c 2 ) are used. It is now shown how these constants may be chosen in order to recover an isotropic elastic medium.
Free energy
In order to correctly represent the elastic properties of a medium which is described by the spring model described above we must generalise the free energy normally associated with an elastic medium [44] to include contributions from an anti-symmetric strain tensor because the model is not rotationally invariant. This arises because the bond bending terms give rise to an energy which depends upon the absolute orientation of the bonds. The problem may be avoided [35] by expressing the energy in a form which depends only upon the angles between the bonds rather than the absolute orientation, as is used in equation (1) . However this latter approach yields a significantly more complex set of equations to solve and becomes computationally prohibitive when considering fracture in heterogeneous materials in the presence of plasticity.
The most general quadratic form of the free energy of an elastic continuum which is not rotationally invariant may be written in the form
where ǫ ik is the symmetric strain tensor and ω ik is the anti-symmetric strain tensor and the three tensors λ, γ and η are material parameters. For a three dimensional system with simple cubic symmetry, it is possible to show that this equation reduces to
where the constants {b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , d 1 } determine the elastic properties of the material and the term pre-multiplied by d 1 introduces anti-symmetric contributions to the stress tensor. Extending standard arguments, [44] , it can be shown that
where
with the symmetric and anti-symmetric contributions to the stress tensor being given from equation (7) by
At equilibrium, in the absence of body forces, we must have
which give the following Lamé equations
For a medium with a free energy given by equation (6) undergoing an extension in the directionn = (n x , n y , n z ), it can be shown that the Young's modulus is given by
6 and the Poisson's ratio by
, the system becomes isotropic and
If we make the identifications b 1 = 1 2 (λ + 2µ), b 2 = λ and b 3 = 2µ where λ and µ are the Lamé coefficients, we recover the standard results for the Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio ν for a three dimensional isotropic material
Mapping of the spring model onto continuum equations
In order to map the spring model onto the continuum equations we make the Taylor approximation
where u(x, y) is the vector displacement field of a two dimensional continuum material and c mn are the bond vectors (not unit vectors). We may use this expansion in the expression F m = n M.(u n − u n ) for the force on node m and derive the form of the Lamé equations for the spring model. Alternatively an expression for the energy density can be derived using the Taylor approximation (16) in the energy E m given by equation (1) . If we equate coefficients in these equations with those in for the elastic continuum (equations (6) and (11)), and assume the primitive cell of the simple cubic lattice has unit side, we find the following relationships between the elastic constants of the continuum and spring models
It is important to note that although the term d 1 associated with the antisymmetric contribution to the free energy does not affect the elastic constants, it is essential for the term to be included if the mapping onto the continuum equations using the free energy expression and the Lamé equations are to be consistent. In order for the spring model to become isotropic we require 2b 1 = b 2 +b 3 and for simplicity we choose and k 2 = k 1 and c 2 = c 1 and hence the spring model has the following properties
and hence
where K is the bulk modulus and we note that the Poissons' ratio has an upper bound of 
Introduction of plasticity
In order to expand the range of materials that can be simulated using the LSM, the present formulation is extended to include continuum plasticity. In reality, the shape of the yield surface has a complex load history dependence [45] , and this results in anisotropic hardening characteristics. For simplicity we consider a system with which undergoes isotropic hardening, in which the yield surface expands isotropically (proportional loading) [46] ; this is valid, assuming reasonably small variations in the principal directions of applied stress.
In the present study the Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain relation is adopted from Wilner [1] , which incorporates a plastic strain field, ε 
where σ 1 is the plastic resistance, and n is the hardening exponent. The plastic response of the material depends upon the equivalent stress, σ eq , and the deviatoric stress tensor,σ ij = σ ij − 1 3 δ ij σ ll , both of which are undefined for a single bond. Attempting to introduce plasticity through bond dependent criteria results in anisotropic plasticity and, therefore, in this work the plastic response is controlled by the stress fields calculated at each node.
In order to maintain the linearity of the model defined in section (2), the plastic response of the material is modelled by decreasing the elastic moduli locally whilst maintaining stress continuity. Thus the force constants of the springs are modified at each iteration, with the modifications being determined by the elastic fields from the previous iteration. The continuity of stress is achieved by incorporating internal forces applied at each node. The force constant for each spring is calculated from the elastic fields at its terminal nodes as shown below.
After each iteration the stress field, σ ij , is calculated at each node and hence the equivalent stress, σ eq . These quantities are used to determine the required value of the strain tensor in the presence of plastic deformation from the relation
where the constants K and µ are elastic constants which determine the elastic response of the target material. In order to mimic the combined elastic and plastic response, we set the force constants of the bond to be k T and c T which are chosen to be equivalent to a material which obeys the relation
This recovers the required differential response of the stress-strain curve. In order to maintain continuity of stress as the bond parameters are modified, an additional force is applied to each end of the spring whose value ψ mn is given by
where M T mn is the bond matrix with the force constants k T and c T andF mn is the force which is currently applied to the bond.
With increasing plastic deformation, the Poisson's ratio is found experimentally to increase to a value close to half and hence corresponds to a volume conserving deformation. However the current model is restricted to a Poisson's ratio with an upper bound of a quarter and hence the observed deformation in this scheme is isotropic, but not volume conserving. In order to rectify this problem a volume conservation term will be required [47] . However, the dominant aspect of plastic deformation is assumed to be the reduction in Young's modulus and therefore the present procedure is considered adequate for the situations considered here.
3 Results and discussion.
Simulation of an elastic inhomogeneity problem.
In this section, an elastically heterogeneous material is simulated using the LSM described above . The deformation of an elastic matrix containing an elastic particle is simulated and a direct comparison of the resultant elastic fields is made with those predicted by Eshelby's analytical solution [5, 4, 3] to the inhomogeneity problem. The particle considered is spherical and is introduced through the assignment of different force constants depending upon whether a bond appears in the region associated with the matrix or within the particle; particle-matrix interfacial bonds are assigned elastic properties according to the weighting of the bonds partial lengths straddling the respective domains.
The ratio of particle to matrix Young's modulus is chosen to be four; this is large enough to represent many real particulate systems. The Poisson's ratio is considered to be of secondary importance and therefore a quarter is assigned to both phases. A system with 81 × 81 × 81 nodes is considered and the boundaries in the x direction are subject to forces equivalent to an applied uniaxial stress field. The force is chosen to give a far field strain corresponding to four percent in the absence of an inclusion. The disturbance of the elastic fields due to the particle are influenced by the uniformity of the boundary stress, a problem which becomes significant if the particle is placed too close to the boundary. It should also be noted that the linearity of the LSM implies that the magnitude of the elastic fields, relative to far field values, are independent of the magnitude of the applied stress.
Two-dimensional profiles through the centre of the particle are presented (Figures 2 and 3) , displaying the normal component of the stress and strain tensors (σ 11 and ε 11 ). Both fields show concentrations at the particle interface along the pole, in the tensile direction, and relaxation along the interface in the equatorial plane, perpendicular to the tensile direction. Discretisation effects are present at the interface, resulting in field anomalies, whilst the far field response appears regular. The fields are predicted by Eshelby to be uniform within the particle and the data is essentially consistent with this result; within the particle the normal stress field is concentrated above the applied stress whilst the normal strain field is relaxed.
In order to assess the model quantitatively, the field variations along the polar axis of the particle in the tensile direction are considered (Figure 4 ). This direction is chosen since the fields exhibit the largest changes in this direction. In addition to the normal stress (σ 11 ) and normal strain (ε 11 ), results are presented for the free energy, F E = 1 2 σ ij ε ij , the Mises stress, σ eq = 3 2σ ijσij and the hydrostatic stress, σ H = 1 2 (σ ii ). In all cases the fields, F , are scaled with respect to the uniform far fields, F 0 ; r is the position along the pole and a is the particle radius.
The simulation results are compared with the theoretical predictions of Eshelby [3, 4, 5] and are seen to be in reasonable agreement. It is believed that the discrete nature of the representation of the spherical particle leads to the main disagreement with the theoretical predictions. The normal strain and the free energy have been calculated in a central difference approximation, and have difficulty in capturing the discontinuity exhibited in both fields. It is possible that this effect could be reduced through the appropriate use of forward or backward approximations at the particle interface. By comparison, the stress field is calculated at each node and is able to follow the predicted discontinuity more accurately.
The simulation adequately replicates the elastic fields both within the particle and the far field response, and is therefore considered suitable for simulating multiple particulate systems. In reality the particles are not perfectly spherical, and consequently the elastic field anomalies arising from the discretisation of the elastic material in the vicinity of a particle are considered to be acceptable for use in the simulation of particulate systems.
Elastic inclusion in plastic matrix
In this section we present results for an elastic inclusion embedded within a plastic matrix. Of particular importance in real materials is the inability of elastic inclusions to deform to the same extent as a plastically deforming matrix. This can be the source of internal necking in particulate systems leading to premature failure. In order to incorporate the micromechanical behaviour of such systems into LSM, plasticity must first be introduced. The incipient stages of plastic deformation around an elastic inclusion are simulated. The system considered is directly comparable to that studied by Wilner in which equation (21) reduces, for uniaxial stress strain behaviour, to the relation [1] 
The ductility is dependent upon the hardening exponent, n, and the plastic resistance, σ 1 , which are assigned values of 19 and 1, respectively, characteristic of a considerably ductile response. The initial elastic properties are also taken from Wilner and consist of particle to matrix Young's moduli ratio of two and a Poison's ratio of a quarter for both phases. The plastic zone is defined as being a region were the Mises stress is greater than the plastic resistance; in order to interpret the slight deviations in the results from those of Wilner, only the range of Mises stress between 0.99σ 1 and 1.01σ 1 is considered in Figure 5 . From symmetry it is only necessary present data for one quadrant of the contour map. The onset of plastic deformation is related to a critical Mises stress and therefore the initial plastic zone is expected to develop where the maximum Mises stress occurs ( Figure 4) ; this is generally observed in the literature at a position separate from the particle [48, 49, 8] . In the present simulation this phenomenon is not fully captured, due to the discretisation of the particle, and the plastic zone develops at the interface of the particle (Figure 5a ). Increasing the applied stress (Figures 5b to 5d ) results in further growth of the plastic zone along the line of loading, and hence a local increase in deformation, causing an increase in Mises stress at roughly r/a ≈ 2 in the equatorial plane. Comparable phenomenon have been observed using FEM [9, 50] , although in direct comparison with the numerical results of Wilner [1] (based on a variational method), the effect within the LSM simulation do not appear as pronounced; this is attributed to the lack of volume conservation in the plastic zone along the pole in the tensile direction. Another discrepancy with the results of Wilner is the effect of the boundary conditions in the LSM upon the Mises stress profile. In the LSM the applied far field imposes a constant normal stress contour along the boundary, which curbs the Mises stress profile. That said, the model captures the essential features of the evolution of the plastic zone and are clearly very similar to those reported by Wilner [1] .
Summary and Conclusions.
The formulation of a LSM of both elasticity and plasticity has been presented. The elastic formulation is achieved through the direct comparison of the elastic free energy of the LSM with that of an isotropic continuum. The plasticity is introduced through the localised modification of elastic constants, maintaining stress field continuity. Numerical simulation of the elastic inhomogeneity problem, utilising a LSM, has been undertaken and it is found that the analytical solutions of Eshelby are accurately replicated, although the discretisation of a spherical particle results in elastic field anomalies at the particle-matrix interface. In order to extend the range of materials that can be simulated with LSM, a method for inclusion of the plastic deformation into the formulation have been developed. It is found that the onset of plastic deformation agrees well with that determined using alternative methods.
The LSM presented in this paper is capable of simulating the elastic-plastic deformation of heterogeneous systems and extension of LSM to include damage is straightforward. The principal advantage of the LSM method presented in this work is computational simplicity. In future work, the effects of particle clustering in heterogeneous sytems will be studied through the direct simulation of multi-particle systems. Subsequent analysis of the spatial co-operative effects associated with randomly located heterogeniety and damage accumulation will offer significant insights into the micromechanical origins of macromechanical behaviour. . Linear elastic: various elastic parameters along the line of loading through the particle pole (diameter is 13 unit lengths) in a system of size L 3 = 80 3 . The ratio of particle to matrix Young's modulus is four and the Poisson's ratio for both phases is a quarter. The simulation results are plotted as points, whilst the theory is plotted as lines. Normal strain Free energy Mises stress Hydrostatic stress Figure 5 . Non-linear plastic: Mises stress profile exhibiting the onset and growth of plastic zone (defined as σ eq = 1). The ratio of particle to matrix Young's modulus is two, both phases are assigned a Poisson's ratio of a quarter, and the hardening exponent is nineteen. The particle diameter is thirteen unit lengths, and the vertically applied stress is a) σ/σ 
